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Fund Facts  

MitonOptimal Jersey Limited is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Orchard Funds PLC has the 

status of a recognised scheme under Section 264 of FSMA 2000 of the United Kingdom. The Fund is authorised in 

Ireland and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Past performance may not be a reliable guide to future perfor-

mance. Investments can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the whole amount they invested. 

Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value price or income of the product. For full disclo-

sure of the risks and warnings please visit our web site. www.mitonoptimal.com/jersey 

Orchard Funds PLC 

Equity Income & Total Return 

6% Targeted Annual Yield 

Orchard Fund              December 2019 

Investment Commentary 

A fourth consecutive monthly return in excess of 2% 

sees the Orchard Fund finish the year up over 14% 

yet still positioned for further gains in 2020. 

2019 was a volatile, but ultimately 

rewarding, year with the A share class 

returning 14.49% on the year. The strategy 

only lost money in two months, but those 

losses were disproportionately severe and 

marred an otherwise exceptional year.  

In looking forward we can learn a lot from 

looking back on the last twelve months, and 

there are reasons to believe that 2020 will be 

very different. Apart from the very strong 

performance, the volatility of returns was one 

of the defining characteristics of 2019 for the 

Orchard Fund. We pride ourselves on being 

a low volatility Fund and during 2019 we 

struggled to maintain that reputation. Part of 

that volatility was driven by the erratic tweets 

emanating from the White House, but we 

were also impacted by a fundamental 

change in the way the Fund was structured.  

 The final quarter of 2018 was difficult 

for the Fund, with many of our holdings 

being caught in the downdraught. This meant 

that we were assigned on a lot of our put 

options and the portfolio changed from 

being primarily a written put portfolio to a 

covered call portfolio with us being long the 

stocks we were assigned, and writing calls 

against them. This caused our volatility to rise 

when those stocks moved sharply. 

We understood that many of those stocks 

would recover, so accepted that change 

knowing we would benefit from that 

recovery, but we paid a price in higher 

volatility. We have used the rise in the 

market and recovery in our stocks to 

reposition the portfolio and we enter 2020 

in a very different place. 

“We are increasingly positioned 

to benefit from sideways 

markets and lower returns”  

We have seen many of those long positions 

called away and replaced with written puts. 

This will allow us to enjoy lower volatility of 

returns but more importantly, benefit from a 

more sideways market that we expect in the 

year ahead. The world’s stock markets had 

an exceptional 2019 and it would not be 

surprising to see more modest returns in 

2020. We are becoming increasingly 

positioned to benefit from sideways markets 

and lower returns.  

 Whilst the portfolio positioning 

makes it unlikely we will return 14% again 

in 2020, it significantly increases the 

chances of solid returns going forward. 
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 Fund Structure 

  UCITS V 

 Domicile 

  Dublin 

 Currencies 

  GBP, USD, EUR, CHF 

 Administrator 

  CACEIS Ireland Ltd 

 Fund AUM 

  £30.8 

 Dividend Policy 

  Distribution 

 Dealing Days 

  Daily 

 Min Subscription 

50,000 for individuals, 

10,000 for platforms and 

designated bodies 

Dividend Yield 

  Target 6% 


